Putting vegetables’ farming’s theory into practice in the field
Minbahadur Paudel is a 52 years old farmer living with his
family in Patu, Gauribas VDC of Sindhuli district. In the past, he
used to breed some buffalos and goats and grow cereals like rice,
maize and wheat in his 5 ropani-land. It allowed him to feed his
family and to clear a very low income of NPR 12.000 a year from
the sales of milk and animals.
In March 2013, when an agriculture technician from
CEAPRED came to the village to present UNNATI project and its
goals to the farmers, fresh vegetables’ production and
commercialization was not a practice. However, Minbahadur felt
very interested to learn more about vegetables’ farming as he
already tried it before without succeeding. It is why he joined the
Laliguras Commercial Vegetables Production Group as treasurer.
Nowadays, with encouragement and technical assistance from the CEAPRED agriculture technician
in charge of the VDC, training and exposure visits, support of inputs (improved seeds, water tank, sprayer)
brought by the project, he and his family members are willing to implement the theory in their fields and
grow vegetables as a real starting business. Indeed, he has chosen to decrease his land allocated to cereals
in order to dedicate 1,5 ropani to vegetables’ farming. Even without any irrigation facility, he can now
produce and sell year-round a huge diversity of fresh vegetables on the market according to the different
seasons: cow peas, bitter and bottle gourds, chili, tomatoes, cauliflowers, broccolis and radishes. The
numbers speak for themselves: since UNNATI project his farm income is NPR 35.000 a year, i.e. nearly three
times higher than before!
Moreover, he is proud to harvest his own fresh vegetables from the garden every day to feed
better his family instead of buying them. With the additional income from vegetables’ sales, he has been
able to improve the household while buying goods for the kitchen, to invest in children’s education while
providing them right the teaching materials, and to establish a small grocery in the village.
Minbahadur is admitting that UNNATI project’s interventions have been very positive to help him
and his family to improve their life’s conditions and livelihood. He is really keen to continue to grow
vegetables as farming business, and he would like to extend his activity if the project can furnish them any
irrigation facilities. He told that he can afford to support half-cost of the construction of a well: he does not
fear to invest today in a farming business and a small store in order to get little by little a prosperous
future.

Growing vegetables for a better future

Shanta Kumari KC, 40 years old, lives with her
family in Patu, Gauribas VDC of Sindhuli District.
Before joining UNNATI project, raising goats and
buffalos and growing cereals in 3 ropani, she only
earned NPR 20.000 a year. In those times, she thought
that the situation of her family was getting worse day
by day as she had so many preoccupations: as casual
worker in house building her husband was always
seeking for a job and his earnings were irregular, she
also had heart problems but could not afford to buy
any medicines, the total income was not enough to
cover the entire household expenses so they got into
debts in order to buy the basic needs (clothes, kitchen utensils, furniture, tea, oil, sugar, etc.) and to pay for
the education of the two children.
Shanta joined the project in March 2013 in the Laliguras Commercial Vegetables Production Group,
because she was convinced that it would help her to cope. Getting advices from CEAPRED and particularly
from the agriculture technician, trainings in technical knowledge vegetables’ farming and
commercialization, and inputs such as improved seeds, water tank and sprayer, she decided to grow less
cereals (only for the household’s consumption) and started vegetables’ farming in 2 ropani.
Vegetables’ farming needs more time, attention and labor than cereals’ farming. It is why her
husband is now working with her. He is helping her for some tasks like land preparation, weeding, harvest
and marketing. He is a really good support on the farm and he does not have to worry about seeking a job
anymore.
In the past, Shanta was too shy to go and sell things on the market. Now, as UNNATI staff also
taught the farmers of the group to sell the vegetables on the market, she has taken confidence little by
little. She is now growing and selling cow peas, onions, okras, cucumbers and even more! Indeed, she is
building on her new knowledge trying to sell other products like amaranth.
The farm income is now NPR 50.000 a year of which NPR 45.000 are from the vegetables’ sales,
what is 2,5 times more than before the project! Shanta considers her fields like the guarantee that she will
not have financial issues anymore: if she needs money, she can sell some vegetables! So she feels much less
anxiety in her life, and her heart problems have been relieved.
Shanta and her husband do not want to invest in the farm business for the moment as they first
want to repay their loans, buy some basic goods for the household, and provide a better education for their
children. But later, when UNNATI project will end, they will continue to grow and sell vegetables together
because it is much more profitable than other farm activities.

A hard-working woman
Suntali Majhi, 32 years old, is living in Baleni, Basheshwor-3
of Sindhuli district, with her family. She has always been a hardworking women and she is not afraid to assume more and more
responsibilities. Indeed she is a very busy woman as she is a
housewife, a school assistant as well as a farmer.
Before joining UNNATI project in November 2013, with the
help of the family members, she used to breed 1 buffalo, 3 pigs and
poultry (100 chickens!) and to sell on the market. She also grew
maize, black grams, horse grams and beans in 12 ropani for the
household’s consumption and for the animals’ feed. But Gwaltar
VDC is a very dry and remote area, so Suntali had to cope with
several problems related to her farm activities: on the one hand
the crops suffered from the drought, one the other hand if an
epidemic occurs in the henhouse there is a risk that it would kill all
the birds.
Suntali involved in the UNNATI project and joined Jalkanya Commercial Vegetables Production
Group as a very respected and active member because she was convinced that vegetables’ farming is more
profitable than any other crop, and it could provide a job for her husband. Even if she was already very
busy, she took and spent time to learn new skills from the trainings, she got different benefits such as
inputs, and she started to plant bitter gourds, eggplants, squashes, chilies, tomatoes and melons. She is so
willing to success in this business that she has invested NPR 25.000 in a bamboo fence around her 3 ropanifield to avoid animals grazing and damaging her work!
For this year, Suntali is expecting until NPR 50.000 from her new agri-business, and even more for
the next years when the irrigation facilities will be in place. She is enthusiastic to learn new skills, to work
more, and earn more money in order to improve her household’s needs and to give a better education for
her three children. In the community, all the members should learn from her as she is the perfect example
illustrating that women are able to run a big farm business.

Empowering a woman to be respected

Laxmi Bhandari, 45 years old, is living in Dunja, Nepalthok
VDC of Sindhuli District, with is family of five members. With the
help of her husband, her sons and some casual workers, she used
to grow cereals and beans in 14 ropani and breed livestock some
buffalos, goats and poultry. They were able to hardly get NPR
72.000 a year after selling farm produces on the market. Indeed
they had so many technical issues which avoid them to expand
their farm activities: lacks of knowledge concerning techniques in
farming, no irrigation facilities in the fields, pests and diseases, very
poor local seeds quality, limited access to the market because of
bad roads. Moreover, the local agrivet supplier had a so small stock
that he was not able to cover the demand from all the farmers in
the area.
When the agriculture technician from CEAPRED came to
the VDC to present UNNATI project, Laxmi thought that it could
help her family to bring some solutions. So she joined the Prajatishil Commercial Vegetables Production
Group in September 2013 with the hope to get technical support to improve her farm business, to get an
easier access to the market and to get improved seeds.
As illiterate woman, UNNATI gave her the opportunity to assume the role of chairperson in the
Prajatishil Commercial Vegetables Production Group: that was an achievement for her as she now feels
more respected by the other members of the community.
With encouragement from the agriculture technician and after getting technical skills and support
to grow more and better, Laxmi decided to multiply her land allocated to vegetables by two and to
decrease the cereals one. She has also decreased the size of her livestock in order to focus on the
vegetables’ farming which needs more time and more attention. Nowadays, she grows tomatoes, onions
and beans in a 6 ropani-plot and the current NPR 150.000 farm income is a bit more than twice bigger than
before! For example, last year she harvested 1.500 kg of beans, today she is able to harvest up to 3.000 kg!
She is proud to say that she is financially independent as she does not take loan from other community
members anymore and that she does not buy vegetables anymore for the household’s food, or just a few.
Laxmi is admitting that she has received many benefits from UNNATI. First, she feels more
respected within the community thanks to her role and responsibilities in the group and to the exposure
visits which have improved her relationship with the others members. Then, she has been empowered to
be able to run an agribusiness and to make enough profits to invest in her children education as well as in
the farm (she has bought a pump for the cattle) and to improve her household. Finally, her group will get
support to build a collection center to facilitate the commercialization, so Laxmi is expecting to get more
and more social and economic profits in the near future.

From a kitchen garden to a farm business

Kumari Bangrel, 51 years old, is living in Dunja, Nepalthok
VDC 4, Sindhuli District, with her daughter, her four sons and her
husband. Since September 2013, she is a member of Topadevi
Commercial Vegetables Production group.
Breeding livestock, growing cereals in a 7 ropani-land and
selling milk she previously earned NPR 90.000 a year. She also
allocated less than 1 ropani to a kitchen garden for the household
consumption but eating vegetables was not daily. As the farm
income is the only household income, she wanted to go further in
order to earn more money and improve the life conditions of her
family. However, she was limited in her work, as she did not have
any access to high seeds quality, knowledge about technical
farming and pricing on the market according to the prices’
fluctuations.
Kumari joined the project in September 2013 because she already had some basic knowledge in
vegetables farming, but not enough to run a business… When the agriculture technician from CEAPRED
presented the project, she realized that vegetables’ production and commercialization could be so much
more profitable than any other farm activities!
Having learnt about “Vegetables’ farming as a business” through trainings, having got inputs such
as improved seeds, sprayer and plastic, she chose to grow fewer cereals and more vegetables in 2 to 3
ropani, and she incorporated various new technologies to her field. She also visited several farms to gain
better exposure and learn from the experience of others. She is now growing a huge diversity of
vegetables: cabbages, pumpkins, cauliflowers, bitter gourds, beans, eggplants and chilies. Her efforts have
been significantly rewarded after two crops only: indeed she has already earned NPR 25.000 which is very
promising for the future! She is so keen to expand her activity that she is now developing a nursery for
seedling during rainy season.
Nowadays Kumari gets enough money to pay for the household’s goods and needs, and not to take
loans from other people anymore. She confided that when one of her son was sick, she could afford to
cover the medical expenses, but before she could not have been able… Moreover, her family is eating much
more fresh and healthy vegetables every day! Kumari is really a good example to show that an illiterate
woman living in a remote area is very able to run an agribusiness, make profit and improve her life
conditions.

A farmer really involved in vegetables’ production and commercialization

Ratna Lal Shrestha, 64 years old, is living in Dunja,
Nepalthok VDC 4, Sindhuli District, with his family. He previously
got support from the Agricultural Resources Station in Kumalthar
for his farm activities: with the help of her wife and some casual
workers, he used to breed goats and to grow cowpeas, beans,
tomatoes, maize and rice in 6 ropani. He sold cowpeas and beans
on the market, but as Nepalthok is a remote area and is not wellserved, he met with difficulties to market.
Since September 2013, Ratna got involved in UNNATI
project and he is the chairperson of Topadevi Commercial
Vegetables Production group. He was willing to get improved
seeds, training and more technical support and assistance from the
CEAPRED agriculture technician particularly about pest and disease
management.
Decreasing his land allocated to maize as well as the size of his livestock, he is now focusing in
vegetables’ farming because he thinks that it is the most profitable crop. He is lucky to benefit from an
irrigation canal in his 6 ropani-land where he is growing cowpeas, beans, bottle gourds, cucumbers,
tomatoes for household consumption and marketing. Before UNNATI project, Ratna’s farm income was
NPR 53.000 a year. Today, he is expecting more than twice this amount for this year!
He is planning to use the additional income from the vegetables’ sales to improve his household, to
invest in the education of his grandchildren, to invest in his farm business, and to cover some possible
medical expenses. He is willing to improve the conditions of life of his family as well as the one of each
community member. Indeed, as a responsible chairperson of his group, he feels concerned to improve the
agribusiness of all the members. It is why he is expecting support from UNNATI to establish a collection
center to solve marketing problems in the area and a cold storage for the harvested crops.

Fresh vegetables from the garden for the family hotel

Parbati Shrestha, 32 years old, is living in Dunja, Baluwa,
Nepalthok VDC 5, Sindhuli District, with her family. Her husband
runs a hotel and a grocery in the village which generate NPR
28.000 a year, and sometimes he helps her for the farm work.
Before getting involved in UNNATI project, she had no
knowledge about vegetables farming so she grew 6 ropani of maize
and rice, and bred one buffalo. All the farm produces were used for
the own-consumption of the household and for supplying the hotel
needs. However that was not enough to cover the needs in terms
of food, so they had to buy vegetables. When the agriculture
technician from CEAPRED came to the area to present UNNATI
project to the community, she was interested to join the project to
learn how to grow vegetables.
So, due to the encouragement from the agriculture
technician, Parbati involved in the project in September 2013 joining the Devisthan Commercial Vegetables
Production Group. She has changed the allocation of her land: nowadays only 4 ropani are dedicated to
cereals, and 2 ropani are newly dedicated to vegetables. She has been trained to get technical knowledge
about new vegetables’ farming’s technologies. As vegetables’ farming needs more time, attention and
labor, she hired more casual workers to grow cabbages, beans, cowpeas and onions. Her efforts have been
already rewarded only after one season: they are now self-sufficient in terms of food, not only for the
household but also for the hotel! And because they do not have to buy vegetables anymore, they can save
some money and hotel income has slightly increased.
Parbati only sells extra cabbages and has earned NPR 5.700 for the first season. She is expecting
support from UNNATI to build a collection center for the group. As she said: “my volume is too low to be
easily sold on the market, so if the group could benefit from a collection center we would gather the crops
to get a bigger volume.”
In addition to supply her husband’s hotel, Parbati really wants to get more profits in the future,
because she and her husband are planning to invest in the hotel and the children education. However, she
needs more training and technical knowledge in order to become independent when UNNATI project will
end.

Vegetables’ farming as a glimmer of hope?

Shanta Brahmashah, 30 years old, is living in Mainapur,
Jhangajholi VDC, Sindhuli District with her three children and her
husband. Unfortunately for her family, one of her children is deaf,
another one is handicapped and cannot walk. She previously
owned 3 ropani for growing maize and rice and she bred goats and
pigs to feed the household and get NPR 20.000 a year from the
sales of animals.
Since September 2013, Shanta is working in a farming
contract with four other farmers: together they grow vegetables
and cereals in 25 ropani. She had no knowledge about vegetables’
farming, however as some partners are more experienced than
her, she could quickly learn from them. They also practice
collective marketing in order to furnish important volumes to the
market. So she sold her previous 3 ropani-plot which were too far
from the other partners, and she is now renting 5 ropani where there is an irrigation canal but non-working
during dry season… She asked for a loan to afford hiring labor force to clear and prepare the soil of her new
plot as it was in fallow for several years. She invested money in this land, because she really trusted in the
farming contract.
The farming contract partners heard about UNNATI project in another VDC and they were willing to
learn more in order to improve their business. It is why they ask the CEAPRED agriculture technician to
come and form a group. It is how Shanta joined UNNATI project in December 2013 in the Katahare
Commercial Vegetables Production Group. They were trained and assisted to get support for marketing and
technical knowledge, UNNATI has provided them improved seeds, and they are also planning to build
efficient year-round irrigation facility.
Nowadays Shanta keeps only 1 ropani for maize, and she grows vegetables such as tomatoes,
cauliflowers, chilies and cabbages in 4 ropani. She has some lacks yet in technical skills like disease and pest
management and irrigation. However from September she has already earned NPR 50.000 from the fresh
vegetables’ sales and she does not buy vegetables anymore for her household consumption! That is very
promising for the future when she will be fully competent! Before this achievement, her husband was
thinking to work abroad in order to earn more money. He realized that vegetables’ farming is very
profitable, so he has reviewed his plans: he prefers to stay with his family and tries to expand the activity as
UNNATI will provide them irrigation facility.
With her additional income, she can afford to pay the lease for the land (NPR 25.000 a year), to
repay her loan (for the casual workers who cleared the fallow lands). Shanta is also planning to invest in a
house closer to her fields, to invest in her agri-business because she wants to buy more lands in order to
grow more vegetables, and to invest in a better education and for her children. Life has not been so
clement with her family, but Shanta tries to do her best with her husband to cope.

A studious farmer

Binda Chaulagain, 22 years old, is taking a
Bachelor in Education and she is also a farmer living in
Kalimati, Jhangajholi VDC 5, Sindhuli District, with her
husband who is a school teacher, her son, and her
father in law.
In the past, she used to look after a 1 ropanikitchen garden (ginger, chilies, onions), to breed some
buffalos and to grow maize, rice and wheat in 5 ropani
with the help of her husband and 15 to 20 annual
casual on-farm workers. She did not try to expand the
land allocated to vegetables because she did not have
the right technical knowledge. She was able to earn NPR 50.000 a year from the sales of milk and cereals,
and her husband NPR 150.000 a year for his job.
In May 2013, the CEAPRED agriculture technician came to the area, met the farmers and presented
the project, the aim and the interests. Binda was happy to join the Janajagaran Commercial Vegetables
Production Group as secretary, so that she could learn about techniques of vegetables’ production, get
improved seeds, and to save money through the group’s monthly savings.
From UNNATI, following advice from the technician and putting into practice her new skills learnt
during trainings, some changes have occurred in her farm: Binda hires more casual on-farm workers, she
shares her land between cereals (3 ropani) and vegetables (3 ropani). She grows much more diversity than
before: ginger, chilies, cucumbers, tomatoes, beans, cowpeas.
Today, Binda has to deal with difficulties such as drought and irrigation lacks during dry season and
pest and diseases management issues. She feels dependent yet on the agriculture technician and she would
like UNNATI to stay longer to help them particularly in technical assistance and inputs of seeds, because
there is no agrivet supplier in the area to ask for assistance and purchase seeds. But farmers and UNNATI
try together to get little by little more autonomous, and the group has asked support from UNNATI to get a
water reservoir and hosepipes.
Before UNNATI, Binda had to ask money to her husband to buy her own goods. Nowadays, she is
saving money in 5 different groups and cooperatives (1500-2000/month) and she is earning NPR 99.000 a
year, so she feels very proud to be financially independent! She sells vegetables every 2 or 3 days and her
income is regular. She can afford to cover the medical expenses, to purchase household goods (kitchen
utensils, oil, sugar, tea, clothes,…) and to buy fertilizers for the farm.

A farmer convinced in vegetables’ production and commercialization

Gangaram Chaulagain, 45 years old, is living in Kalimati,
Jhangajholi VDC 6, Sindhuli District, with his wife and his daughter.
Before UNNATI project, his wife did most of the farm work: she
bred buffalos, oxen and goats, and grew rice and maize (a bit more
than 1 ropani), as well as vegetables like tomatoes, chilies and
cabbages (less than 1 ropani). He helped her for the physical tasks
such as ploughing and cutting bamboos, and he used to spend six
months a year in Kathmandu as street vendor, which allowed him
to hardly get NPR 25.000 a year. They did not have any income
from another source. His family was not self-sufficient in terms of
cereals because the size of the land was not big enough to cover
the household’s needs. That was very hard time for the family of
Gangaram.
Gangaram decided to join UNNATI project in May 2013, as
secretary in the Barsha Commercial Vegetables Production Group. As he learnt about agriculture at school,
and as he already grew vegetables with traditional methods, he was very interested to get improved seeds
(in the past, he used local seeds which generates low production), technical support and training in new
technologies, as well as skills about vegetables’ marketing.
Since the beginning of UNNATI, Gangaram has been a very good trainee, he learns fast, he is a
passionate hardworker and he tries himself to experience some different techniques. So, in addition to his
2 ropani-land previously owned, he is now renting 3 more ropani. With his wife, they do themselves as
much as possible on the farm, but they need to hire 30 annual casual on-farm warkers to help them. They
have kept their livestock, they have increased their land allocated to cereals up to 1,5 ropani, and they have
also increased their land allocated to vegetables up to 3,5 ropani.
Before joining UNNATI they only had access to a limited seed’s range, nowadays with the support
of CEAPRED, Gangaram is happy to grow a huge diversity of vegetables: tomatoes, cabbages, onions,
chilies, cucumbers, bitter gourds. If there is a new variety that nobody is able to plant in the area,
Gangaram will dare it! For example, he has recently tried knolkhot, it has succeed, and it is very easy to sell
it on the market as he is the only one providing this variety! Through the training, he has also understood
how to make more profits: for example off-season vegetables’ are more exposed to the pests and diseases,
but prices are multiplied by three!
Gangaram is thankful to UNNATI because he has got so many benefits from it: good quality seeds,
sprayer, regular technical support, training in different new technologies about vegetables’ production
(polytunnel for seedling in rainy season, botanical pesticides, off-season vegetables’ farming and
marketing), training in gender, equity and social inclusion, exposure visits where “farmers can learn from
each other, share and interact” according to him. Nowadays, his household income has been multiplied by
4 as he is earning NPR 100.000 a year only with vegetables’ sales! The numbers speak for themselves: he
could daily sell 40 kg of tomatoes and 18 kg of cucumbers! Gangaram’s family is not self-sufficient in terms
of cereals but he can greatly afford to buy it with his income! Moreover, he can cover the possible medical
expenses of his household, he can help his son who wants to establish a store in Kathmandu, he has

opened a bank account and he has already saved NPR 50.000, he can start to repay his NPR 200.000 debt
which is a big achievement for him.
Day after day, UNNATI staff is encouraging the group in vegetables’ farming. So Gangaram is more
and more willing to success so much so that he is experiencing different techniques and methods: he grows
new variety, he sells off-season vegetables, he prepares himself a botanical pesticide and applies it to
manage pests and diseases instead of using chemicals, etc. He understood that vegetables’ farming is very
profitable, he even says that it is five times more profitable than cereals’ farming! He would like UNNATI to
stay longer to solve his irrigation problems during dry season and above all because agriculture technicians
are a good support for all the process from the land preparation to the marketing of the produces.

Growing vegetables to feed a 15 members-family and to be financially independent

Sumitra Shrestha, 25 years old, is living Radjabas, Gauribas
VDC 8, Mahottari District, with his family of 15 members. His
husband is a soldier in the army and earns NPR 300.000 a year. All
the family helps to work on the farm. They own 30 katha (20
ropani): 20 ropani for cereals and less than 1 ropani for some
vegetables. They also have buffalos, cows, bullocks, and 5 lots of
500 chickens per year. They earned together NPR 45.000 for the
rice bought by a trader, and irregularly NPR 50.000 for the poultry
if no disease occurred. Before UNNATI project, they had some
technical issues like pests and diseases management, no skills
about vegetables’ farming, and risk of epidemics for the poultry.
As Sumitra already benefited from the salary of her
husband as well as the money from the poultry, so when she
joined UNNATI project in July 2013 in the Pragatishil Commercial
Vegetables Production Group, people were surprised… But she had her own good reason to involve in the
project: she wanted to be financially independent and she was convinced that vegetables farming is very
profitable.
So Sumitra, with the help of the other family members, started to grow around 1 khata of
vegetables: cauliflowers, cabbages, chilies, okras, beans, cowpeas, bitter gourds and tomatoes. Such a
diversity! They grow a bit less vegetables during dry season because the well is not so efficient. Even with
irrigation problems as well as insects invasion, her household of 15 members became self-sufficient in
terms of food and they consume much more vegetables than before UNNATI, which is healthier. She only
sells some extra vegetables with a low price which generates NPR 3.000. With this income, she does not
have to ask money to her husband to buy some clothes or her own goods and needs, moreover she is
saving little by little in a bank account.
Sumitra got inputs (sprayer and water tank), she received training and visited several farms to gain
a better social exposure and learn from the experience of other farmers. She said that before, that was not
a common practice in the village to produce and sell vegetables, now it is! Finally, the most important for
Sumitra is to allow her family to eat fresh and healthy vegetables daily.

Getting a new life thanks to vegetables’farming

Laxmi Pokharel, 35 years old, is living in Bhubaneswori 2,
Sindhuli Ditrict, with her husband Mahindra and her three children.
Before UNNATI, they daily knew extreme poverty: “Life was very
hard for me”, Laxmi said. She grew rice and maize in 5 ropani
without any irrigation facility, grew some potatoes and
cauliflowers in less than 1 ropani, and bred one buffalo, 2 bulls and
5 goats. Mahindra did not help her at all as he went abroad for a
while to send some money and when he came back to the village
he was always roaming around trying to find some casual work.
Laxmi did not have any technical skills and meet with
diseases and pests problems. So she used to go to the DADO to get
support. Her household income was null or very low, they even did
not have enough money to buy basic needs like clothes.
Laxmi joined the project in July 2013 in Shriganshil
Commercial Vegetables Production Group as Vice chairperson with the hope to have a better life in the
near future. Through UNNATI, she wanted to get materials and technical tools and skills.
Nowadays Laxmi decided to replace land allocated to maize by vegetables and everybody, even her
husband Mahindra, who is much more involved than in the past, is helping her to run the farm. They have 3
ropani of cereals and 2 ropani of many different types of vegetables (tomatoes, okras, cucumbers,
eggplants, bitter gourds, beans, onions and garlic). The main remaining problem is the absence of irrigation
facility: they collect rain water during rainy season, and she uses a jug to water the vegetables during dry
season. They are expecting support from UNNATI to get plastic drums, water tank and pipes.
Laxmi’s household is now self-sufficient and she has already earned NPR 42.000 in 6 months!
Before they did not eat vegetables at all or very few, today they consume fresh vegetables every day, food
is much healthier! Her family is very happy to have new and better life conditions: now they have enough
food, they only need to buy some oil, masala, sugar,etc. They can pay the school fees for the children, one
son is now taking a Bachelor in Kathmandu. “Now it becomes easier to educate the children”, Mahindra
said.
Laxmi and her husband are more than satisfied with UNNATI project: they have received very good
technical skills through training and assistance from agriculture technicians, through exposure visits,
trainings and workshops, UNNATI has helped her to build a network, they have got high quality inputs,
which has allowed them to improve their life. On the one hand, Laxmi is thankful to UNNATI because her
husband has changed his behavior to her: before he did not help her at all, she felt a very deep moral
depression because of her relationship with him, but with UNNATI they have learnt about women respect
and empowerment, now he is a hard-worker, they work hand in the hand and they are much happier. “I am
hoping good things to happen for me in the future”, Laxmi said. On the other hand, Mahindra feels better
than before because he does not have to get stressed to seek a casual work. Moreover he has improved his
ability to help his wife: before he did not dare to sell things on the market, now he is the one to collect the
vegetables and to market them! The family is now very optimistic in the future with the vegetables’ farming
and with their welfare!

